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SOUTHERN RHODESIA 

The Seventh Congress of the Communist Party of India ex
tends its support to the fighting people of Southern Rhodesia 
where the white supremacists are gomg all out to establish tht-ir 
dictatorial racialist rule under the cover of so-called "independ
ence". They have been encouraged in this attitude by the UK 
imperialists. It was a national shame, therefore, that at the re
cent Commonwealth Conference T. T. Krishnamachari should 
have more or less supported this attitude and declared that 
India's approach more or less coincided with it. The Govern
ment of India should have long ago publicly repudiated him and 
brought its policy in line with the fraternal solidarity felt by the 
people of India for their African brothers in Souhem Rhodesia. 
It must, at once, bring all possible pressure to bear on the UK 
government to immediately agree to the demand of the leaders 
of Southern Rhodesia to hold elections on the basis of one person 
one vote as the way forward to genuine independence. 

PORTUGUESE COLONIES 

The Seventh Congress of the Communist Party of India sends 
Hs warm greetings to the brave fighters for freedom in the Por
tuguese colonies. These patriots are greatly encouraged by 
India's support and by the liberation of Goa. As a further mani
festation of such solidarity the Government of India should grant 
all necessary facilities to the patriotic organisations of these 
colonies; their provisional governments to open their offices in 
India's capital. There can be no doubt that the people of India 
will in the coming days demonstrate in even mightier ways their 
feeling of brotherhood with these intrepid fighters. 

CONGO, SOUTH VIETNAM AND LAOS

The Seventh Congress of the CPI expresses grave concern over

the recent developments in Congo, South Vietnam and Laos

where increasing imperialist intervention is endangering world

peace. • 
In Congo, the Belgian paratroopers and foreign mercenaries,

aided by the US and British imperialists, are carrying on military
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operations against the Congolese patriots in order to buttress the 
tottering regime of the notorious imperialist stooge, Tshombe. 
The smokescreen of "saving White hostages" who are said to be 
threatened by the revolutionary army and the stories of alleged 
atrocities now being doled out in order to cover up this aggres
sion, can deceive no one. 

Ever since the foul assassination of Patrice Lurnumba, the 
imperialist powers have sought to intervene in the Congo in 
order to retain the hold of foreign monopolists on the rich mine
ral wealth of this country. But the popular liberation forces 
have continued to grow in strength and already the patriotic 
army has liberated a large part of the country's territory. Hence 
this open intervention. 

This armed intervention has been rightly condemned as an 
act of aggression by the governments and peoples of resurgent 
Africa and 22 African nations have sought to move the Security 
Council on it. This act of aggression is all the more condem
nable since it comes at a time when the Organisation for African 
Unity (OAU) had set up a special committee under the chair
manship of Jomo Kenyatta to help solve the Congo problem in 
a peaceful manner. The US-British-Belgian action is thus a flag. 
rant attacl'< not only on the Congo but on the entire African 
peoples. 

The Congress appeals to the Indian people to express their 
solidarity with the people of Congo and to raise their voice of 
protest and indignation against this heinous crime against the 
freedom of Congo and world peace. The demand "Hands ofI 
Congo!" must ring out from every nook and corner of the coun
try. The Congress demands that all foreign troops and merce
naries be withdrawn immediately from Congo and the people 
of Congo left to settle their affairs themselves. 

It is a matter for satisfaction that the Government of India 
has also demanded the withdrawal of foreign troops. But it is 
regrettable that it has not unequivocally condemned this latest 
imperialist intervention in Congo. It is all the more regrettable 
since at the Cairo Conference when the question of admission 
of Tshombe, the murderer of Patrice Lumumba, to the Con
ference was discussed, the representatives of India present in 
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the conference abstained from voting. No pleas can justify this 
attitude of neutrality or silence as it, in effect, means encourage•
rnent to the neo-colonialists. The Indian people cannot permit 
such deviations from India's declared policy of anti-colonialism 
and Afro-Asian solidarity. 

Nearer home in South-East Asia also, faced with the resurgent 
tide of the freedom struggle of South Vietnamese patriots, the 
US imperialists are further intensifying their military interven
tion in this region. They have learnt nothing from the fiascos of 
their earlier plans or from the worldwide condemnation of 
their aggressive action in the Gulf of Tonkin. Now the Pentagon 
Is busy drawing up plans of resort to military action in North 
Vietnam and Laos. This will not only be an attack on the two 
countries concerned but also a flagrant violation of the Geneva 
Agreement and a serious threat to world peace. 

The hands of the US incendiaries can and must be stayed. 
India has a special responsibility in the matter, being the 

Chairman of the Supervisory Commission for South Vietnam, 
and must see that the Geneva Agreement is observed. 

The Congress is of the considered opinion that this respoll',i
bility has not been discharged. On the contrary, the Indian re
presentative on the Supervisory Commission has turned a blind 
eye to the bringing in of US arms and personnel and the open 
aggression by the US imperialists against the Vietnamese people. 

The Indian people must see that this shameful attitude of the 
Government of India is ended. 

The Congress appeals to the Indian people to raise their voice 
of protest and condemnation of the increasing US aggression in 
South-East Asia and calls upon the Government of India to act 
up to the firm anti-colonialist stand of the Cairo Declaration and 
demand that US imperialist intervention in South Vietnam ancl 
Laos be stopped and all US military personnel be withdrawn. 

MULTILATERAL NUCLEAR FORCE 

The Seventh Congress of the Communist Party of India views 
with grave cQncern the efforts of the imperialist powers to create 
a NATO multilateral nuclear force which would place nuclenr 
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weapons in the hands of the West German revanchist:>.. This 
Congress is of the opinion that the creation of the multilateral 
nuclear force as designed by the American imperialists would 
lead to proliferation of nuclear weapons, accelaration of the arms 
race and heightening of international tension and war dnnger. 

The bellicose strategy of the West German revanchists and 
militarists who hope to "reunite" Germany by "marching to the 
East" would receive great fillip by placing nuclear weapons in 
the hands of ex-Nazi generals who man the top posts in the 
NATO. 

The creation of the MLF therefore means accentuation of the 
arms race and the threat of world war. That is why it is opposed 
by all peace-loving peoples and governments all over the world. 

The Seventh Congress of the CPI expresses its strongest con
clemnation of the MLF plan and joins world popular and peace 
forces in demanding that it be given up. 

RELEASE OF VICTIMS OF FASCIST TYRANNY IN LATIN 
AMERICA, SPAIN AND PORTUGAL 

The S,:venth Congress of the CPI expresses its emphatic pro
test and condemnation against the brutal repression being re
sorted to by the reactionary regimes of many Latin-American 
countries as well as by the fascist dictatorship in Spain and Por
tugal to stop the rising wave of working-class and mass struggles 
which are advancing in those countries against the forces of 
i-eaction and tyranny. Thousands of heroic victims are languish
ing inside the prisons of these lands, condemned to torture and
years of long imprisonment.

This Congress protests against and condemns the focarceration 
of Sandoval by the fascist reaction in Spain; of Jesus Faria, 
Gustavo and Eduardo Machado, of Pompeyo Marquez in Vene
zuela; of Ivan Ribeiro, Mario Alves and A. Pereira in Brazil; of 
Pedio Saad in Ecuador; of Antonio Maidana in Paraguay; toge
ther with hundreds of other communists as well as democrats 
and progressives of all parties and walks of life who symbolise 
the unshakable will of their peoples for national freedom and 
social progress. 




